
YOUR 
CHOICE 
MATTERS



Choosing windows and doors for your home is 
a long term investment, one which we believe 
shouldn’t be a compromise. At Bereco you 
don’t have to choose between style, security or 
performance and we will never ask you to leave 
your environmental conscience at the door.

It’s a real privilege to be invited into your homes 
so we design our windows and doors with you in 
mind; you and your home are unique and so too 
should be your windows and doors.

We are passionate about our products and 
passionate about protecting the world that 
we live in. Sustainability resides at the heart of 
everything we do; we have always been focused 
on our environmental responsibilities and 
continue to be so today over 15 years later.

Our timber windows and doors are not just 
sustainable, secure and functional they really 
are beautiful and I hope you will be inspired to 
make your choice matter.

Nicola Harrison

General Manager 
Bereco Group

SUSTAINABLE
SECURE
FUNCTIONAL
BEAUTIFUL 

Hello and welcome 
to beautifully 
bespoke timber 
windows & doors 
by Bereco.



It matters because you 
and your home are unique. 

Beautifully bespoke timber windows and doors by Bereco 

can be tailored to suit the style and design of your home. 

Our windows include classic British designed casement windows and 

sliding sash windows available in either Contemporary, Traditional or 

Heritage styling. Classic or Creative timber entrance doors, French 

doors, folding-sliding doors and sliding patio doors complete our 

product collection.

Our range of styling options coupled with paint or stain in any colour 

you desire including dual colour finishing can transform your house 

in to the home you have always envisaged.



It matters because it 
helps keep you warm.

The British weather can be unpredictable at best, in winter our 

wooden windows and doors help keep the cold out and the 

warmth in for those cosy winter evenings. Airtight weatherseals 

from the market leaders Schlegal and Deventer ensure our 

windows and doors are virtually draught free.

In summer the low ‘e’ coatings and argon gas filling featured in 

our glass units help keep the heat at bay offering a retreat from 

those sacred summer days. 

Our energy saving designs mean the average 3 bedroom 

semi-detached home can save the equivalent of 1522kW/h 

or £212 on electricity annually.



It matters because it 
helps keep your family safe.

All of our wooden windows and doors come with 

enhanced security features built in as standard.

Home insurance industry approved multi point espagnolette 

window and door locks combined with 3 star diamond rated 

door cylinders make ours some the most secure wooden 

windows and doors available.

And if you need more convincing than that, our windows and 

doors also come with Police approval through the Secured by 

Design approved product scheme.



“The wooden sash 
windows and French 
doors are fantastic and 
came factory finished 
in our chosen colour of 
Gardenia, which suits the 
house perfectly”

Allen Dawson
Benjamin Allen Bespoke Homes 



It matters because it helps 
to prevent deforestation.

As a population we are destroying an area of forest equivalent to 

the size of a football field every 2 seconds worldwide through illegal 

logging and forest clearing.

Bereco timber windows and doors are made from only FSC® 100% 

slow grown softwood or hardwood. When buying new wooden 

windows and doors from Bereco you are helping to promote growth 

of the forest in Europe and worldwide and are protecting our planet 

from deforestation and climate change by not choosing alternative 

materials such as uPVC. 



It matters because it helps 
prevent global warming.

We all know that trees are vital to the prevention of global warming 

but did you know that after harvesting from the forest the carbon 

remains embodied and stored in the wood even after we make them 

into timber windows and doors.

In a study carried out by Heriot Watt University on behalf of the 

Wood Window Alliance (WWA); WWA member’s timber windows were 

found to have a global warming potential of -60kgCO2e. 

They actually store and save carbon. 

Bereco have supplied over 190,000 wooden windows and doors since 

opening our doors in 2003 which has saved over 48million kgCO2e 

the equivalent of taking over 15,000 cars off our roads.



It matters because 
it lasts a lifetime.

Wooden windows and doors are not what they used to be. Long gone 

are the days of draughty, condensated windows and doors; today they 

not only last twice as long as uPVC windows our timber windows have 

been proven to have a life span of up to 60 years. 

We use only FSC 100%, defect free, engineered timber and carefully 

design all aspects of our wooden windows and doors to ensure only 

the best quality and long lasting performance.  

 

Rounded edges to the frame and sash, water shedding angles on cills 

and beads, joint and end-grain sealing, factory applied microporous 

protective paint and factory controlled glazing systems mean our 

windows and doors can literally last a lifetime.



“We are dependent upon the natural world for the 

very air we breathe, for every particle of food that we 

eat and many – including me – would say that we are 

dependent upon it for our very sanity. We are part of 

the natural world and we have a responsibility to it.”

Sir David Attenborough 

Patron of World Land Trust 

What if you could 
make it matter more?

At Bereco we have always held sustainability at the heart of 

our business and have remained focused on our environmental 

responsibilities from our first day of trading. We continue to stand at 

the forefront of this campaign setting ambitious ecological goals.

We believe passionately in protecting our planet and so for every 

wooden window or door you buy from Bereco we will donate £1 to the 

World Land Trust and with an acre of land protected for the small sum 

of £100, Bereco alone will save over 170 acres of land for conservation 

each year, the equivalent to 2,720 tennis courts. 

You too can join us in this pledge. 

To find out how together we can make more of a difference visit:

www.bereco.co.uk/wlt



We think you matter. 
Contact us today on 01709 838188. 

Bereco Group, 
Unit 4-5, Aspen Court, 
Centurion Business Park, 
Rotherham, South Yorkshire, S60 1FB.

01709 838188
www.bereco.co.uk
@berecowindows
enquiries@bereco.co.uk


